Note on Cybersecurity

PARTNER UPDATE – July 7th, 2020

Dear reader,

I wanted to take a moment to remind people that it has never been more important to ramp up your cyber-defenses than now.

New attacks are appearing all over the world. State-sponsored hackers have developed new attacks that are more successful than ever before. The COVID-19 spread has caused us to use remote workforce solutions with little time to implement them properly. Threats to physical infrastructure for many organizations are more real than ever before.

We have helped a number of organizations recover from attacks like this. Keep IT Simple would like to offer you a quick evaluation of your current cybersecurity model to review and address your defenses and provide our recommendations. Even if we confirm you are secured, it is better to know than guess.

Please contact us by phone or chat online. Or visit our page on cybersecurity.

Keep IT Safe.
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